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End boots reduce trip hazards by covering the exposed connectors and
providing a smooth even end to the cable protectors. End boots attach
to the exposed ends of the cable protectors at each end of the cable run.

Left Turn
Each left turn piece allows a 45° change in direction of the cable run.
Multiple left turns may be used in combination to produce a 90° or
greater change in direction of the cable run. Turn pieces connect
directly to the end of the cable protectors.

Right Turn
Each right turn piece allows a 45° change in direction of the cable
run. Multiple right turns may be used in combination to produce a
90° or greater change in direction of the cable run. Turn pieces
connect directly to the end of the cable protectors.

X Intersections
X Intersections permit 2 opposing cable runs to meet and continue on
or split a single cable run into 3 directions while enclosing all of the
cables in all runs. X Intersections connect directly to the end of the
cable protectors.
Contract #: GS07F5675P
Cage Code: 5K812

Yellow Jacket® AMS Interconnect ™
Interconnects are half length (18”), 5 channel cable protectors with a dog
bone connector (also available with T-bone connector) on one end and an
Hour Glass™ connector on the other end. This cable protector interfaces
the BB5-125 D to Yellow Jacket® AMS™ and WASP™AMS.™ These
connections require 2
Yellow Jacket® AMS™ Interconnects.
All channels are 1.25” in diameter.

Drawings are representational and are not necessarily to scale.
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End Boots
End boots reduce trip hazards by covering the exposed connectors
and providing a smooth even end to the cable protectors. End
boots attach to the exposed ends of the cable protectors at each
end of the cable run.

Y Intersections
Y Intersections split a single cable run into two runs. All cables
in the original and “split” runs will be completely enclosed.
Y Intersections connect directly to the ends of the cable protectors.

X Intersections
X Intersections permit 2 opposing cable runs to meet and continue
on or split a single cable run into 3 directions while enclosing all
of the cables in all runs.
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Yellow Jacket® AMS Interconnect ™
Interconnects are half length (18”), 5 channel cable protectors with a
T-bone connector (also available with dog bone connector) on one end
and an Hour Glass™ connector on the other end. This cable protector
interfaces the BB5-125 T to the WASP™AMS™ (ADA Compatible
Access Ramp) and the Yellow Jacket® AMS™ (Build to Suit Cable
Protector). All channels are 1.25” in diameter.
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